
Smartcase
for Samsung Galaxy XCover7

Protect and Shield 
Your XCover7

When it comes to durability, accept 
no compromises. Prioritize durability 
with the Smartcase for your XCover7, 
featuring a resilient design to shield 
against shocks and safeguard your 
device.
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Smartcase
for Samsung Galaxy XCover7

The innovative Smartcase for the Samsung Galaxy XCover7 prioritizes protection 
with its resilient rubberized frame, complete with a raised edge to absorb 
the harshest shocks and shield your camera and display. Crafted from sturdy 
polycarbonate, this case is built to withstand hard drops on the most challenging of 
surfaces.

Durable Protection

KOAMTAC provides charging solutions that are fully compatible with the XCover7 
Smartcase, eliminating the hassle of removing the case during charging. With 
the use of pogo pins, the XCover7 can charge while securely docked in the 
cradle, reducing wear on device ports. Charging cradles are available in multiple 
configurations, including models for charging only the smartphone, or the 
smartphone equipped with the Smartcase Extended Battery Pack. They also 
work seamlessly with the Smartcase Belt Clip and Hand Strap for added user 
convenience.

Charging Cradle Ready

The Smartcase features an integrated attachment point for easy accessory 
installation. Together, these accessories not only elevate the functionality of your 
device but also enhance its portability and usability in various situations, ensuring 
you can make the most out of your device wherever you are.

Accessory Compatibility

“Designed for Samsung” is a trademark licensed by Samsung to authorized third-party 
manufacturers for accessories designed to interoperate with a Samsung product.

Samsung is not responsible for the design or manufacture of this accessory, for its operation, 
or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards.
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Belt Clip for 
Smartcase

Hand Strap for 
Smartcase

Samsung Universal
Adaptor (SUA)

Smartcase Extended 
Battery Pack


